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Jane Manning, New Vocal Repertory: an Introduction 
(London: Macmillan Press, 1986), £29.50 (hardback), 
£9.95 (paperback). 
What an ideal situation it would be if singing-teachers 
in Britain were to have Jane Manning's book New Vocal 
Repertory: an Introduction and were to recommend the 
chosen pieces of music carefully to their students. Her 
enthusiasm is undimmed after more than twenty years 
of performing new music, and her obvious commit-
ment to each one of the pieces she describes should be 
infectious enough to make singers (for whom the book 
is clearly intended) take note of her comments, and, if 
necessary, make contact with composers so as to 
obtain their songs, thus beginning a quest for new rep-
ertoire and an ever-widening approach to programme-
planning for recitals. They would then feel a personal 
involvement with the music and begin to understand 
more about the compositional process and how vital 
this is to their own musical future. 
The book is clear in its layout, clear in its writing and 
just as clear in its suggestions for programme-
planning. There are no wasted words, and the musical 
quotations illustrate invitingly. The gradings of 
difficulty that are given to the chosen pieces further 
clarify the author's aims - to encourage performance 
of this music - provided that the singer has a real 
awareness of his or her own technical and interpretive 
ability. The list of works is comprehensive and 
impressive within its limits, and every range and type 
of voice is catered for. My main criticism, however, is of 
the discrepancy between the book's title and its 
contents. Indeed, until I obtained my copy I was 
expecting something quite different. It deals exclu-
sively with songs for voice and piano in the English 
language, a very small segment of the new vocal 
repertory, and if it were to be these songs, as the 
publishers suggest, which might serve the singer as an 
introduction to contemporary vocal music, then the 
situation would be regrettable. Such an introduction 
should come well in advance of the music discussed in 
this book, sowing the seeds of interest and curiosity, 
since new music develops out of a previous generation 
of writing. 
I may be doing singers a disservice when I lump 
them together as a breed and ask: Do they know about 
Schoenberg? About the departure from tonality? 
About what was going on in England in the earlier part 
of this century? Of Peter Warlock's life and music? 
When will they ask questions about music rather than 
about their voices? When will they be as curious about 
the composer and his or her motivation to write as 
about their own motivation to sing a piece? Of course I 
know that there are singers who are aware of these 
things, but I still feel that there are many more who are 
not. I think it unlikely that a singer unfamiliar with 
Britten and Tippett operas, late Stravinsky, or the 
Second Viennese School would even want to update 
his or her recitals, whereas a singer who knows a living 
composer or two (personally or musically) has a 
different outlook. 
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Maybe the author optimistically assumes a back-
ground knowledge in her readers which would lead 
them to the music on which the book focusses, but I 
think singers would also be interested to read of earlier 
pieces which they may know only slightly and might 
study further if encouraged. Jane Manning's descrip-
tions of important earlier-20th-century works would 
make inspiring reading. Singers would love to know of 
her experiences performing Schoenberg, Berio, Nono, 
Henze, Weill or Ives, for example. There is a real need 
for something to be written about such earlier and 
more frequently-heard music, and one might perhaps 
hope for this in a future volume. 
On the whole, better-established figures are left out 
of the present book, as the author feels that the 
composers who are included deserve more 
performances. (There are several to whom she refers as 
neglected.) The problem may be for young singers to 
choose a composer on whose work to devote their 
attention. This, of course, is a matter of personal taste 
and selection - a difficult problem for students who 
have been taught to be afraid of, or worse, scornful of 
new music in general. Jane Manning's recommenda-
tions may be sufficient as they stand, but I would have 
liked more information about the composers chosen, a 
brief word on their backgrounds beyond just birth date 
and nationality. A criterion in my own choice of recital 
music would be familiarity with other areas of the 
composers' music, (though this might be hard to 
acquire in the case of some personalities discussed in 
the book). Whilst I would be happy to see such 
composers as Gunther Schuller, Virgil Thomson, 
Judith Weir and Trevor Hold, for example, included in 
standard recital-programmes, I am less sure about 
some of the others mentioned. 
Taste aside, the author is always incisive and 
objective, as well as most effectively descriptive in her 
guidelines on performance, though a few more 
personal touches would have made for friendlier 
reading: she rarely refers to her own experiences of 
performing the songs other than to say what a pleasure 
she found it. Singers need to know that an artist of Jane 
Manning's calibre and experience can struggle with a 
certain section of music for some time. Certainly, if I 
count the hours taken to learn a particularly taxing 
new piece and pass this information on to students, 
they are relieved to hear that it didn't happen 
overnight, and that increased musicianship can 
gradually result from the learning of new and compli-
cated songs or pieces written in unfamiliar notation. 
It is in its consideration of this latter kind of music 
that the book is most valuable. It was, of course, Cathy 
Berberian who transformed composers' ideas of vocal 
writing from the 1950s onwards (though Bernard 
Rands is the only composer included who actually 
wrote for her). She was a pioneer in the breaking down 
of stylistic barriers; suddenly all the sounds a voice 
could make were being written down in various forms 
of notation, and musical use of the voice did not always 
depend on the bel canto technique. Now as composers 
continue to explore new areas of colour and timbre in 
the voice, so a vocal technique must encompass new 
abilities and new sounds; there must be an awareness 
of the relationship of voice to instruments, though 
always the voice must first be capable of producing a 
sustained and well-supported sound which can be 
beautiful when necessary. 
Certain other technical skills are a prerequisite when 
following the advice given in the book, and the 
author's suggestions when dealing with such matters 
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